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About
Legit SaraJane is a dynamic speaker who teaches
essential life skills to teens and adults in an innovative
way. Realizing that by teaching these skills, her
audiences will have the opportunity to THRIVE in the
adult world, instead of just surviving it.  Using a layered
approach; her audience will learn multiple skills at once,
allowing them to fall in love with the learning process no
matter their education style. 

With over 10,000 hours on stage and impacting over 9.5
million families in the last 3 years, she's bringing her
exciting, funny, and truth-based program to your
community. Intentionally focused on teens and young
adults, she can impact both age groups in ways that
create immediate and lasting growth. Teaching everyone
how to become The Best Possible Version Of Themselves
and finally reach their Full Potential, just as God
designed. 

Schools/Universities
Youth Organizations

Churches
Camps

Non-profits

On Purpose

The art of
understanding the
person you were

created to be and
become. 

A study of 2 Timothy

Current Speaking Topic

Audiences like:
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What People Are Saying

I didn't know that we all have a reason we were
born. I was really worried about becoming an
adult, but now I know that I have a purpose and I
have a really good idea of what it is!                            

-Jayden (19 yrs old)

Now that I know that I can have a really cool
future doing things I like, I don't have to be a
dentist or lawyer to be really fulfilled. I also
learned that if I want to be successful with my
art, I have to work just as hard as a lawyer. I
need to learn skills that will help me be a great
artist. I can't just sit in my room and draw all day
if I want to be great. 

- Brookelynn  (14 yrs old)
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Legit SaraJane has a very active speaking and teaching
schedule. Her schedule offers options but fills up quickly.
Schedule a call now to see if working together is a fit.
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Audience Demographics 

Gender

Female Male
38%62%

Age

What you can expect
LSJ has been speaking and teaching for over 20
years. With many years of experience engaging large
audiences and small groups, she brings comfort and
excitement to all of her talks. Combining Biblical
Truths with Modern Application and Simplicity means
she can create a meaningful impact for audiences of
various demographics.

+9..5 million
People impacted  

since 2020
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